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Until recently, the Cordoba Reform of 1918 was the symbolic landmark in twen
tieth-century Latin American higher education. Achieving a pioneering victory
in Argentina, the Reform soon became influential throughout much of the re
gion, and university autonomy from government emerged as its most cherished
legacy. Despite frequent violations, the principle of autonomy often promoted a
substantial degree of university self-rule and even sanctuary for free expression.
In 1968-fifty years after the Reform's genesis-the Mexican government's bru
tal repression of university students seemed to symbolize a secular change.
Many observers feel that events of the last decade have reduced autonomy to
little more than a cheris1:led memory. Autonomy has indeed suffered a tragic fate
in Cuba, Brazil, Peru, Uruguay, Argentina, and Chile, among the more impor
tant nations. But what about Mexico? This article argues that the Universidad
Nacional Aut6noma de Mexico (UNAM) remains substantially autonomous. 1

This is, admittedly, a relative statement; no public university is completely inde
pendent of government control. However, UNAM seems to enjoy considerable
self-rule and is notably autonomous in cross-national perspective.

Our findings place Mexico largely outside the mainstream regional pat
tern of government-university relations. Perhaps nowhere is the universal trend
toward greater government control of universities stronger than in Latin America.
Its contemporary authoritarian regimes, unlike more traditional ones, are not
content with universities that simply reflect society, these regimes are bent on
reshaping significant features of society. Most regard their autonomous uni
versities as institutional examples par excellence of economic irrelevance, ad
ministrative inefficiency, political divisiveness, and social deviance. Defying
Charles Anderson's classic description of reconciliatory regimes that accommo
date diverse actors, they assume a good deal of direct control. 2 Thus, this article's
contribution to the study of regional educational politics may lie less in illustrat
ing the predominant pattern than in establishing an important exception to it.
Simultaneously, however, the case is suggestive of contemporary government
university patterns in the relatively free nations, such as Venezuela, as well as of
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earlier t\ventieth-century patterns in the majority of Latin American nations. To
date, the only aspect of the politics of Latin American higher education receiving
serious scholarly attention has been student acti\'ism.

As control over UNAM is shovvn to deviate from the clear regional trend,
some important questions are raised about the nature of Mexican politics. While
lively debate had centered previously on whether the Mexican regime was basi
cally democratic or authoritarian, greater agreement emerged in the aftermath of
the events of I Y68. The interpretation now prevalent-with all due apologies for
grouping together independent scholarly assessments-depicts an authoritarian
regime vvith considerable control over the societal forces vital to national devel
opment. J This interpretation clearly owes much to Juan Linz's broader theoreti
cal definition of authoritarianism. ~ Linz helped disabuse comparative politics of
the democratic-totalitarian dichotomy, which had provided poor ideal types for
most nations. But while authoritarianism is a far better ideal type than democ
racy for the study of Mexican politics, it is sufficiently broad that its application
to Mexico is not necessarily very meaningful. While the general applicability of
Linz's definition to all Iberic-Latin (and many other) societies can properly be
viewed with enthusiasm,s it also presents certain dangers. In fact, the Mexican
regime often is categorized very much within the same overall framework as
other major Latin American regimes. James Malloy writes:

The recent experience of Brazil, Argentina, and Peru, and the dis
covery that behind the fac;ade, Mexico is really an authoritarian
system, have led many to suggest that the region is generating a
"new path" to development which, if it is to be understood, de
mands the fashioning of new conceptual approaches to the analy
sis not only of these regimes but of the region as a whole....
Others have pointed out an overreaching similarity in structure
and organizational principles. (,

And Robert Kaufman, while himself discussing certain distinctive features of
the Mexican case, comments in the most recent volume on Mexican authoritari
anism in these rather dire tones:

For "South Americanists" who seek to understand patterns of po
litical anc' economic change in such countries as Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, ard Uruguay, many of the essays appearing in this volume
on Mexico will contain a striking, if depressing, ring of familiarity.
Virtually every contributor, for example, either assumes or argues
explicitly that Mexico is fundamentally authoritarian. 7

Obviously, scholars generally have recognized differences in kind and
degree within the overall category of authoritarianism, usually pointing out that
the Mexican regime is less repressive and less exclusionary.8 Despite recognition
of such differences, however, the prevalent interpretation of Mexican politics
emphasizes strong regime control over policymaking. While Linz's definition
allows for some degree of sectoral independence, it stresses that government
leadership is relatively free from the constraints commonly associated with plu
ralism, mobilization, and ideology in democratic regimes;9 Mexicanists have
made the notion of independent regime power central to their analysis. Susan
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Purcell presents this repeatedly endorsed viewpoint, corroborated by her own
excellent case study: "Instead of responding to and reflecting demands, pres
sures, and initiatives that originate at lower levels, the executive in an authori
tarian regime shapes and manipulates demands emanating from below while
enjoying substantial leeway in the determination of the goals that the regime
will pursue." lO Whatever other differences there are between Mexican and South
American authoritarianism, it is this central notion of the regime as the power
ful, independent variable in policymaking that our findings will question.

In addition to any links we may make between general characterizations
of Mexican regime control and control over higher education, some scholars
have specifically cited the control of higher education in support of their authori
tarian thesis, while others have noted the regime's special propensity to direct
social forces associated with the "left" and therefore with the universities. 11

Thus, higher education is certainly one valid policy field within which to evaluate
Mexican authoritarianism.

Apart from its broader theoretical significance, the question of who con
trols higher education is intrinsically significant for our basic understanding of
state-societal relations. The vital role that higher education plays in society has
recently gained dramatic recognition virtually throughout the world, and in
some cases has led to substantial increases in government control. 12 Within
Mexico, this issue centers largely on UNAM, the nation's principal educational
institution. Its sprawling system is a major influence on the lives of its more than
250,000 students, the workplace of many of the nation's most prestigious intel
lectuals, the major political recruitment link to the highest reaches of govern
ment, the nation's principal research center, and the target of nearly half the
federal higher education budget. 13 Control over such resources is a most coveted
prize. Beyond material factors, UNAM plays a significant role in shaping na
tional values: "The National University has been without a doubt the major
refuge and laboratory of national thought"; both Octavio Paz and Carlos Fuen
tes have underscored the special importance of an independent university in a
society with otherwise limited civic freedoms. 14

By virtue of its tradition, prestige, size, and overall importance, UNAM is
clearly the national university among the nation's thirty-three public universities
(two in the federal district and one in almost every state). A fuller analysis of the
government's role in higher education would have to go beyond UNAM, es
pecially since governments often seek control over higher education by creating
new institutions that bypass the traditional universities. Suffice it to say here
that UNAM remains the indisputably preeminent institution in Mexican higher
education: politically, economically, and socially, it is the educational institution
to control. The points at which the provincial public universities must be ex
cepted from findings on UNAM will be indicated below; in addition, the gov
ernment's greater control over technical institutes of higher education provides
a useful heuristic contrast to UNAM's autonomy. The government does not
control the private universities, and the vibrancy of the independent private
sector already reveals a major limit to government control of higher education, a
limit which is absent in many Latin American and most European nations.
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Unfortunately, literature in comparative education provides no established
method for measuring autonomy, defined here broadly and simply as institu
tional self-rule. There are no proven, well-honed tools. Even if we reasonably
gauge UNAM's autonomy from the government, we do not know exactly how
that compares with other cases. Still, if close comparisons between UNAM and,
say, the University of Paris or the University of California remain problematic, a
very wide gap can be exposed between UNAM and many other major Latin
American universities.

Admittedly, it is difficult to research the subtle, informal, indirect methods
of Mexican government control. But after pointing out those that can be identi
fied, it will be argued that even if one then assumes further hidden control, it
would still be decidedly limited by observable university strength-and limited in
cross-national perspective. There is also an excellent test for these conclusions:
Who wins? If the government patently does not get what it wants, then its
control is significantly circumscribed.

Virtually all definitions of university autonomy deal with administrative
(or administrative/academic) and financial matters: administrative autonomy fo
cuses on control over personnel and academic policy; financial autonomy on
control over economic resources. We shall concentrate here on those areas
deemed particularly important and vulnerable by most Mexican observers. On
the administrative side, free appointment of personnel is "without doubt the
most delicate point in the life and autonomy of the university."1S The single
most critical appointment involves the rector (chief executive); equally impor
tant, though far less vulnerable to government interference, is student selection.
On the financial side, either power to determine who pays or possible govern
ment control via funding could be chosen, but the former has been seen as the
greater problem area by Mexican universitarios. It has been shown elsewhere that
control via funding is remarkably limited;16 therefore, the focus here will be on
the salient struggle over who pays.

It could be demonstrated that academic freedom is generally strong, that
academic policy is set by UNAM itself, or even that physical assaults on terri
torial autonomy are relatively rare (though brutal) .17 For example, it is clear to
even the government's harshest critics that the University itself, far more than
the government, determines course and curriculum policies. But the very con
sensus on this question makes it less interesting to probe. Also, the pay-off is
limited in comparative terms since many governments delegate some such aca
demic autonomy to their public universities, though contemporary Latin America
provides certain striking exceptions. University authority to appoint its own top
officials, by contrast, is unusual. The basic approach, then, is to explore those
crucial areas in which government involvement is most commonly feared. Con
trol over admissions is included here because it is at once typical of University
control in Mexico and increasingly atypical in cross-national perspective. De
spite inherent dangers of case-study inference, if the government does not
control personnel selection or who pays, then it is reasonable to contend that its
overall control of UNAM is relatively limited. If the government is in control,
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that should be manifest at least in (1) selection of the University's rector and
students, and (2) implementation of the government's tuition-loan policy.

PERSONNEL SELECTION

At the base of the personnel pyramid, students enter UNAM under a nearly
open admissions policy and freely choose their careers of study. The consequent
problems, which profoundly disturb the government, follow a broad interna
tional pattern: overenrollments given the job markets, underemployment, career
maldistributions (e.g., too many lawyers, not enough engineers), and painfully
high drop-out rates. It is remarkable that the Mexican government, which reluc
tantly foots the bill, has done so little to control admissions. Continental Euro
pean countries historically allowed open admissions for students who passed
their secondary school exit exams. But as the aforesaid problems grew, many of
these countries imposed stringent changes. One procedure is numerus clausus,
limits on enrollments in given careers. German students who qualify for these
careers may nonetheless have to wait years to enter them if quotas are full;
Sweden has frozen enrollments at existing universities, funnelling students only
to occupationally understaffed fields; and the Netherlands has seriously re
stricted university entrance. 18 Apparently, the Mediterranean nations have not
gone nearly so far. Expectedly, East European governments set concrete numeri
cal career distributions.

Government control over admissions has also increased in certain major
Latin American nations. Some, like Brazil, traditionally have had relatively de
manding university entrance tests and even numerus clausus; others, like Ar
gentina, have been more open. Now both types have merged towards greater
government control. At the extremes there have been purges and even imposed
decreases in overall enrollments. More commonly, governments have regulated
career selection by insisting on certain distributions, by abolishing specific ca
reers, and by forcibly instituting new curricula. Mexico's government-run Insti
tuto Politecnico Nacional (IPN) has tougher entrance requirements than the
public universities, though less stringent ones than the private universities.

Admissions remain largely uncontrolled in UNAM (and Mexico's other
public universities). Only UNAM, not the government, sets even minimal re
quirements, and these are specific to the University or faculty, not to a nationally
controlled system. Examinations are not sufficiently rigorous to form an effec
tive barrier. Besides, far more than half of UNAM's university-level students
enter directly (free pass) from UNAM's three-year preparatory level. 19 The sole
major attempt to control the admissions process was taken by UNAM itself
(1962) when it declared that provincial students would not be admitted if their
own universities offered their career of study. But the policy has been enforced
only in medicine, and only medicine has any limits on total enrollments. Not
only does the government not establish numerus clausus, it does not even
reward and punish "favorable" and "unfavorable" career distributions with
differential subsidies. 20
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The appointment of professors and directors in Mexico has been typical
of traditional patterns in most of Europe and Latin America. There is a combina
tion of open competition and peer or even student (Latin America) decision, but
with the one important exception that a further role is played by high-level
University, in lieu of ministerial, authority. European ministries generally fix the
number, rank, salaries, etc. of available faculty slots and must formally approve
all appointments; professors are civil servants. Still greater intervention occurs
in the spreading South American pattern of government appointment and
purges. UN AM does not suffer such serious restrictions, although the selection
of its professors and directors does depend in part on the top-level UNAM
authorities who figure prominently in the appointment process. As in most of
the world, there is far greater concern for university autonomy at the top than at
the middle levels.

The single greatest danger to autonomy at the professorial and director
levels stems from very substantial personnel overlap with the public sector;
impressive information is available on the extent of this in certain divisions of
UNAM.21 Sycophancy is a real danger as universitarios at all levels may aspire
to government jobs via the venerable Mexican co-optation ·process. Such inter
penetration occurs in many nations where full-time teaching is exceptional.
Italian professors commonly serve simultaneously in the public bureaucracy and
the national legislature. 22 Universitarios in these nations often regard overlap
ambivalently in terms of autol~omy: it may act as a source both of protection
from unsympathetic government action and of interference in university affairs.

That UNAM chooses its own rector is one of the most difficult aspects of
autonomy to determine. Indeed, the issue requires more qualifications than any
other nonfinancial issue fundamental to UNAM's autonomy. The rector's posit
tion as UNAM's most powerful figure points to the necessity of a sound scholarly
assessment, including a number of admittedly ambiguous factors. The argu
ment here is that while the government probably involves itself more in this
appointment than in any other, its power is quite limited compared to UNAM's
pOIver and compared to government power in other nations.

Most university executives world-wide are appointed by government
ministries or independent governing boards, not by intra-university bodies.
Influenced by the Napoleonic model of universities integrated into overall gov
ernment educational policy, many newly independent Latin American nations
concentrated considerable authority in ministerial hands. 23 Where the Cordoba
Reform firmly took hold, universities gained more power, but rector selection
came hard. Many regimes, like the Chilean (1927), granted the university only
the right to submit a list to the president for his choice. When the Venezuelan
university received otherwise substantial autonomy (1946), the government re
tained authority over rector-selection. Some West European university bodies
have been left to elect their rectors, but that may be due to the notoriously weak
role of rectors there. In fact, in most of the centralized West European systems it
is the minister or his director for higher education who is really the administra
tive executive of the university. In East Europe, the U.S., and England, the
rectorship has been more important-and more externally-appointed. If "Mexico
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is the future of East Europe" in university governance, then all East European
nations, save Yugoslavia, must change from their present practice of direct
ministerial involvement.

While the U.S. and England have succumbed less to government power,
they have fashioned governing boards with considerable extra-university lay or
business influence. And as Latin American polit"ical regimes have changed and
the rectorship has become more powerful, the trend is unambiguous: military
juntas directly appoint the rectors. Chile has taken the procedure to an ap
parently unprecedented point by actually installing its military officers. The
executive directors of Mexico's technical institutes are appointed by the minister,
and serve as his subordinates. Against this comparative backdrop, Mexican
procedures in the public universities loom as remarkably, albeit not fully, au
tonomous.

For the first twenty years of its post-Revolutionary existence (1910-29),
the National University yielded to presidential authority over rector selection.
With the grant of limited and full autonomy in 1929 and 1933, respectively, the
University's council first won the right to choose among three presidentially
proposed candidates and then to appoint its rector without any outside inter
ference. Unfortunately, the University failed to exercise its new power respon
sibly, as factions often could not agree on one acceptable rector. Anarchy pre
vailed. Thus a governing board (junta) was created (1944), its members elected
by the University's council. The board was to be a more efficient body than the
council, somewhat above the incessant, internal University struggles. Would
rector selection henceforth become a nonautonomous process? Two key issues
are whether the board's personnel are selected by the University itself and
whether the board is a vehicle for government control in the selection of the
rector.

There is little doubt that the change from council to governing board
selection symbolized a formal loss of institutional autonomy. Coupled with the
re-establishment of UNAM as an official university (a decentralized agency of
the State), the 1944 law was a clear retreat from the 1933 experiment in full
autonomy. In sacrificing ephemeral full autonomy for reduced but substantial
autonomy, the University made a perhaps typically Mexican pragmatic political
calculation. Some universitarios scorned the adoption of a gringo-style board,
unfaithful to the cherished Latin American principle of cogovernment by profes
sors and students. But today, Mexico's "tainted" procedure is far more au
tonomous than that of other major nations of the region.

There is room for a good deal of skepticism about the nature of University
representation on the board. First, it is "undemocratic" in that universitarios,
both professors and students, no longer directly elect their chief executive. Nor
are there assurances that board members will themselves be true universitarios.
Formal requirements are vague. Only if requisites and practices were tightened
to insure service of active UNAM personnel would the possibility of indirect
government representation on the board notably diminish. While board mem
bers are selected by the University (council), they are not necessarily selected
from the University. There has, in fact, been considerable overlap of personnel
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between the board and the government; in some provincial universities the
governor or his delegate is represented on, or even presides over, the board. 24

There is no such representation at UNAM.
Though defenders of Mexican autonomy would prefer to see pure acade

micians on the board, they generally have found the political-academic hybrids
to possess enviable academic credentials. 25 The board "traditionally has been
composed of many of Mexico's most esteemed scholars."26 Gaston Garcia Cantu,
one of the government's most caustic critics, declares that the governing board
is "formed by distinguished lil1iversitarios ."27 No parallel statement could be
made for the extra-university representation on U.S. or English boards. Though
Mexico's board shows some elements of a corporatist relationship, as opposed
to the more independent University-government relationship of the 1933-44
period, many Mexican scholars believe that University autonomy ultimately is
stronger for the change. Garcia Cantu, again articulating the opinion of most
observers, asserts that the board protects the University from the kind of debili
tating chaos that renders it vulnerable to external pressure. 28

More central to our argument, board authority is still a far cry from direct
ministerial appointment, characteristic of public universities elsewhere. Further,
the Mexican board is University-created. In the U.S., for example, governors or
legislators generally appoint many board members for state universities, while
lay authorities impose their choices for the boards of private universities. As
Mexico's private universities basically follow the U. S. private model, their boards,
while free from government control, are not autonomously selected.

A number of observers have noted the contrast between U. S. "top-down"
and (previously) typical Latin American "bottom-up" appointments. 29 Five years
after UNAM's council named the first (fifteen-member) board, it began to re
place one member annually. The council also replaces vacancies due to manda
tory age retirements or death, while the board fills those caused by resignations.
And the council is "without doubt the most representative governing organ of
the University," comprised principally of professors and students. 3o Its sense of
community consciousness having grown during the events of 1968, the council
diligently used its appointive powers to decrease indirect extra-university influ
ences. 31 Council appointment does not rule out government penetration but it
does give UNAM a great advantage over universities with externally appointed
boards.

Even if the board itself is a comparatively autonomous body for appoint
ing university chief executives, the question remains: Is it a vehicle for govern
ment intervention? The board's 1944 usurpation of appointive authority from the
University council led immediately to charges that it would become such a
vehicle. The issue has been less salient than many had expected; perhaps this
reflects, at least to some extent, the integrity of the board's actions. But doubt
still exists and the issue merits serious scrutiny. Admittedly, it is a difficult
matter to judge; ultimately we seek to establish parameters, not exact degrees,
of government interference.

While some of Mexico's public universities have managed quite well with
council selection, others have fared poorly, and just over half the total have
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s\vitched to governing boards. What is clear from the testimony of many provin
cial rectors is that no university body can blithely elect a rector antipathetic to the
governor on whom he relies for subsidies and respect. 32 The general feeling is
that governing boards tend to understand this better than councils of professors
and students. Such "understanding" constitutes, of course, a limit on full uni
versity autonomy, but it is a limit faced by public universities worldwide. In
states like Puebla and Guerrerro, where student representation is unusually
great, rector selection by councils has often imperiled autonomy.

The relevant point concerning UNAM and the national government is
that the rector should not be an enemy of the president. UNAM's rector during
the] 968 crisis refused the board's reappointment in 1970 because he "thought it
necessary to have a new rector who could establish or already enjoy better,
much better, relations with the public sector."33 Experts such as Pablo Latapi
believe that the rector cannot be antipresident, but that the president probably
can exercise only a "very indirect influence" over selection. 34 It is reflective of
the closed nature of Mexican politics, and of the great importance and sensitivity
of this question, that the person justly considered the most distinguished scholar
on Mexican higher education could have only a reasoned guess as to the degree
of interference.

As the extremes of direct selection by the president and selection of an
antipresident rector are rejected, the notion of very indirect presidential influ
ence gains credibility. The small size of the governing board could make it fertile
soil for presidential pressures on just one or a few members. It might be difficult,
although certainly possible, to influence surreptitiously a legislative council
comprised of many hostile elements, but a single phone call could change one
critical swing vote on a fifteen-member board. We know, however, that since the
board decides by simple majority vote, even if the president can tip the balance,
he can hardly impose whomever he wants. Furthermore, the designee must have
given at least ten years of academic service to UNAM; he cannot be a merely
political figure. 35 The president also operates within UNAM-set parameters if
he presses for the continuation in office of a given rector. An ex-member of the
board recalls that, shortly before the end of the Miguel Aleman administration, a
minister courteously called every board member "in the name of the President
of the Republic," requesting the reelection of the rector, "just for the remaining
months of the sexenio ."36 In truth, Aleman's request was aimed basically at
allowing the president and rector jointly to inaugurate University City, on which
they had worked together.

Thus, the evidence sustaining the notion of presidential control in the
selection process refers to either a marginal role in a major decision (swinging a
board vote in the selection of a new rector), or a major role in a marginal decision
(requesting extension of a given rector's term). Presidential influence lies in
throwing extra weight behind a given qualified candidate. Obviously, such in
fluence again belies full appointive autonomy. A "marginal" swing vote is, in a
real sense, tile decision-making vote. Still, I would argue that UNAM itself is
playing a much more powerful decision-making role than the government in
such circumstances, restricting government action within limited parameters.
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Pushing a strong minority choice over the top is a far cry from externally impos
ing a candidate from scratch. UNAM's relative autonomy looms greater when
placed on a cross-national spectrum: more nations, even democratic ones, in
cline toward external imposition than toward internal choice.

There is evidence of greater presidential power to depose rectors than to
select them. In these cases ("1lJ45,llJ48, IlJ65) there is a crucial lack of presidential
support for rectors already in the midst of serious internal University prob
lems.:n The government may well manipulate these problems to depose rectors
it does not like. What is clear is that presidents are prone to push the panic
button when rectors fail to maintain order. Whereas governments elsewhere in
the region insist on academic policy control, the Mexican insists mostly on
certain bounds of social control; UNAM's rector generally can pursue his own
course provided he maintains order.

Most experts believe that the stability of UNAM's leadership suffers more
from internal politics than from governmen t interference. A good exampIe is
Pablo Gonzalez Casanova's resignation in -1972. The rector was besieged by
University worker demands which he found dangerous to UNAM's existence ...
and insoluble. Often, political cliques within UNAM vie for power, indirectly
making more fertile soil for government favoritism. Without internal dissension,
the government's ax seems far less wieldy. In 1968, in the midst of the greatest
University-government conflict in Mexican history, the government waged an
unprecedented, virulent campaign against the rector who dared to march with
his students. UNAM stood united behind him and the governing board unani
mously refused his resignation.

In discussing incidents of presidential interference, we have considered
more substantial evidence than can be found elsewhere, given the prevalence of
a priori assumption over systematic research, but all accounts fall far short of
portraying unilateral imposition on a dependent institution. Establishing limits
on the evidence suggesting government interference cannot disprove the pos
sibility of further subtle interference. One way to establish limits on even subtle
control is to identify a definite broad range of University action. We have specific
accounts describing how UNAM autonomously operates. The testimony offered
could not be taken, by itself, as peremptory evidence, though it is presented by
distinguished scholar participants. However, the considerable descriptive detail
provided in some cases is most persuasive, arid even if we suppose that particu
lar events eluded the observer's eye or restrained the writer's hand, we can still
establish considerable University authority.

Eight permanent appointments have been made since 1945. One of the
original and most venerable board members, historian Jesus Silva Herzog, gives
us some account of the first five. 38 Unafraid to report sinister government roles
in the downfalls of rectors, he suggests none in rector designation. He recalls,
for example, the board's choice of Ignacio Chavez in 1961:

On February 12, 1961, the second and final term of Dr. Nabor
Carrillo came to a close. A few weeks earlier three candidates threw
their hats into the ring: Ignacio Chavez, Agustin Garcia Lopez and
Efren del Pozo, who had been the University's secretary general
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for eight years. On January 19th the Governing Board convened in
order to select the new rector. In the first session, that lasted around
three hours, none of the candidates had enough votes: Efren del
Pozo, four votes, Agustin Garcia Lopez, only one, and Ignacio
Chavez, seven. The law requires eight votes minimum to be
named rector. The Governing Board declared itself in Permanent
Session and set the next day to continue deliberations. That night I
convinced Roberto Casas Alatriste to vote for Chavez. He told me
he would do so and he kept his word. In the next meeting Dr.
Ignacio Chavez obtained the necessary votes and was named rec
tor. .19

We have written testimony of autonomous selection processes even fol
lowing fresh on the heels of government-supported rector downfalls. Silva Her
zog vividly recalls the intra-board deliberations in 1948. 40 Ex-rectors Fernandez
MacGregor and Barros Sierra (miffed and downright hostile, respectively, toward
the government's role in their departures), have provided specific accounts of
the transactions leading to the appointments of their successors (1945, 1970).41
Actually, Barros Sierra successfully finished his first term and, before he decided
that retirement would better serve the University, the governing board unani
mously reelected him. 42 When his distinguished successor fell two years later,
board members conducted extensive polling in UNAM's faculties, assemblies,
etc. 43 Readers will note a stark contrast to common U.S. procedures, which are
centered largely outside the campus community.

To support these written accounts I have accumulated reliable, up-to-date
testimony on the dynamics of rector selection-all confirming that the presiden
tial role is very limited. Some interviewees have been involved directly in the
process; others have been very close to it. A representative sample includes such
widely esteemed figures as Leopoldo Zea, Fernando Salmeron, Daniel Ruiz
Fernandez, Pablo Gonzalez Casanova, and Henrique Gonzalez Casanova. 44 All
are distinguished scholars, critics of the government, and staunch defenders of
university autonomy. The first three have been directors of important units of
UNAM, working closely with the rector; the fourth was himself a rector; the last,
his brother, has been a prominent UNAM administrator for many years. Zea
and Pablo Gonzalez Casanova have earned considerable esteem in the interna
tional intellectual community.

All believe that the board independently selects the rector; if there is
presidential interference it is exceptional, partial, or indirect. Henrique Gonza
lez Casanova feels close enough to the people and process over the last three
decades to declare categorically, "the government has not named a single rector,
even indirectly." Further, he believes that no nomination to a directorship of a
faculty, division, institute, etc. of UNAM has been tampered with successfully,
even where the personnel have been distinctly antigovernment. Ruiz echoes the
declaration for the last two decades. Zea concludes that UNAM itself "names its
personnel including the rector and directors and, therefore, is a real exception to
our national norms of government involvement." Salmeron basically concurs,
with the qualification that individual government officials may try to influence
decisions "but rarely and always very limitedly."
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Surely, there is temptation to opt for a more Machiavellian scenario in this
secretive political system pervaded by cynicism. And the following factors should
be appreciated: (1) the situation is different in a number of provincial universi
ties where the government holds greater appointive authority or the university's
own role is less definitely established; (2) more direct personal testimony has
been accumulated on the 1961-76 period than on the 1944-60 period; (3) the
situation may change with any given case; (4) there is some degree of corporatist
interaction in personnel interpenetration; (5) the governing board could not
with impunity select a rector so antigovernment as to obviate a decent working
relationship with that government; (6) depending on the situation, the president
could exert influence, even if only on one particular board member, possibly to
tip the balance among competing, qualified, and respected candidates; and
(7) the president has played a role in the reelection and downfall of certain
rectors.

In sum, there is reason for concern about UNAM's autonomy in regard to
rector selection,but definite limits to government interference can be estab
lished. Not fully independent, the process is nonetheless relatively autonomous.
Even allowing for considerable variation, uncertainty, and skepticism involving
a subtle government hand, relative autonomy is certain. The two secure pillars
supporting this assessment are the demonstrably great role of UNAM, itself
making the lion's share of the appointment decisions and the typicality of greater
extra-university supremacy in other nations. Ministerial appointment, with only
varying university consultation, has become the rule in most of Latin America,
Eastern Europe, and even some 6f Western Europe. It is the procedure in Mexi
co's government-run National Polytechnic Institute, but not its National Univer
sity. In those fewer international cases where governing boards exist to name
top university authorities, the boards themselves are generally comprised of
nonuniversity personnel who are externally appointed. Even equally shared
government-university power in rector selection apparently would be impres
sive in comparative perspective; that UNAM's role is greater than the govern
ment's therefore seems remarkable.

TUITION AND SELF-FINANCING

Turning from administrative to financial autonomy, the focus shifts to control
over who pays and an analysis of the government's failure to impose greater
University-self-financing in general and greater tuition in particular. It is not the
purpose here to assess the desirability of such policies in Mexico. Equity ramifi
cations will be ignored in favor of concentrating on political ones, which are
more central to the question of who controls UNAM.45 Perhaps the govern
ment's motivation, but certainly its unmitigated failure, is hard to reconcile with
the prevalent characterization of a strong authoritarian regime unresponsive to
demands it does not itself create and exercising fundamental control over areas
vital to national development. More specifically, the main conclusion is that
UNAM itself, not the government, determines who pays.

University self-financing has been an ill-fated concept referring to a num-
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ber of different policies, the commonfactor being that the government'sfinan-
cial burdenis reduced.To the extent that a university appealssuccessfully to
outside sources, such as private enterpriseor alumni, it diminishes its depen-
denceon governmentsubsidies.But,asin Latin America generally,such outside
income has beenrelatively insignificant in Mexico. Recommendationsaimedat
augmentingthe University's capacity to generateits own funds have not fared
any better. These would include the sale and contracting ofits professional
services, the creation of viable patronatos ("financial boards"), and tuition. No
programfor self-financinghasgottenvery far.

The Diaz Ordazadministration(1964-70)pushedfora self-financingpro-
gram emphasizing strong patronatos;Echeverria's emphasizedtuition-loan
plans.The advantageof patronatosis that they would relieve the government's
financial burdenwhile not turning the University's fate over to external finan-
ciers; but the University's weak financial baserendersthe idea unrealistic. Tui-
tion-loanplansare more realistic andwould curb governmentcosts, but would
also introduceexternal financiers. Tuition plansgenerallycallfor the studentto
pay what he can duringhis years of study, latermakingup either the balanceor
a sum determinedby the lucrativenessofhis subsequentemployment.Loans
could be suppliedbya specially createdfund, probablywith majorbankingand
possibly with some governmentparticipation;they could be given to students
directly orvia the University. (Details vary considerablyaccordingto specific
plan.) Both advocatesand opponentsof self-financing take the tuition idea
muchmoreseriously thanthe patronatoidea.

I support the view of most independentMexican scholars that the gov-
ernment's primary motivation isfiscal (whether, progressively, to meet other
educationalneeds, or, conservatively, to curb expendituresl.r"Greaterthan 40
percentof the government'sexpendituresfor highereducation,nearly9 percent
ofits entire educationbudget, goes to an institution which the government
regardswith at best mixed emotions.e?If only for this, the governmentstrongly
desiresgreaterUniversity self-financing.It mayconceivablyhopeto derive more
control from reducedfinancing,althoughconventionalwisdomcorrelateslesser
fundingwith lessercontrol.48 Thus, the Mexican governmentmay be pursuinga
policy that would diminish its control. In any case, motivation is difficult to
assayandis not central to our analysis. The results of the effort arecentral.The
governmenthastoaniedgreaterself-financingandhasbeenunabletogetit.

Governmentofficials declarethat subsidiesfor highereducationcancon-
tinue to rise only at the expenseof othergovernmentresponsibilities,especially
in grade-schooleducation. Itisa position widely endorsedby independent
analysts.'!" Treasury officials sometimesdeny that the federal governmenthas
any responsibility to university education.That is an extreme position; a more
commonone is that there is substantially less responsibility to higher than to
grade-schooleducation.Governmentofficials in Treasury, the Presidency, and
Educationreadily point to figures on increasinguniversity populationandcosts,
increasingpercentagesof the educationbudgetabsorbedby higher education,
andlackof continuedgrowth in the overall educationbudgetasa percentageof
the total federal budget. While some of their measuresare exaggerated,their
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o\,vn perception is quite clear: alternative financial sources must be found. In
sum, the government \vants to relieve itself of the spiraling costs of higher
education.

Accordingly, UNAM's principal political argument against the tuition-loan
policy is that the government is trying to evade its responsibility. Once this
responsibility is diluted the government could respond to requests for funds by
telling universities: "Look to your other sources."50 There is a two-fold fear that
reduced government financing would also mean greater control. One is that the
government would choose which university policies merit financial support and
then deny any further obligation to the institution for its other policies. The
second and more salient fear, deeply rooted in the antipathy of many Mexican
universitarios toward private enterprise, is that the new funding or lending
agencies would insidiously pervert the University's purposes. UNAM has led
the fight against self-financing.

As presidential candidates, both Diaz Ordaz and Echeverria "cam
paigned" in favor of substantially greater University self-financing. Echeverria
ridiculed the idea of virtually free university education and declared, "let he
who can pay pay something, let he who cannot not, and let he who needs it
receive a subsidy."51 Within a year after assuming office, he established CONAFE
(Consejo Nacional de Fomento Educativo), comprised mainly of representatives
of private enterprise and government. CONAFE's purpose was to seek non
governmental sources of funding, principally for rural and university education,
and to study, advocate, and aid in the establishment of tuition plans. Most
notable was its role in the tuition plan of the 1973-created UAM (Universidad
Aut6noma Metropolitana).

While the government mustered full internal backing for the general con
cept of self-financing, it was less united on specific tuition plans. The Treasury
was strongly in favor, but some officials in Education would express reservations
or even opposition. Nevertheless, the Echeverria government clearly tried to
move in the tuition-loan direction; Latapi wrote of its desire to impose such a
program "at whatever pace possible."52 The director of the Office of Human
Resources of the Bank of Mexico and associate director of CONAFE affirmed
that there had been a "government campaign" in which he was an active partici
pant. 53 The usual appeals of a Mexican government campaign were there. Diaz
Ordaz started out by euphemistically labeling tuition-loans a policy of segura
educacional, grouping it with social welfare programs for which there is unassail
able popular support. Not only would such revolutionary goals as "equality"
and "democracy" be fostered, but Mexico's "dependency" would be reduced.
According to the Treasury minister, "the reform includes the tuition-loan among
its fundamental goals, since the lack of technical and scientific personnel ag
gravates national dependency."54 The single biggest push came late in 1975 with
the organization in Mexico of the Sixth Pan American Congress on Educational
Loans. Key roles were played by CONAFE, the Bank, and ANUIES (Asociaci6n
Nacional de Universidades e Institutos de la Ensenanza Superior)-in recent
years increasingly involved with the government. Critics immediately identified
the congress as a major government offensive and their articles in Excelsior, then
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Mexico's finest newspaper, bitterly attacked tuition plans as "mercantilistic,"
"antied uca tion," "antidemocra tic," and"authori tarian ."55

Frequently criticized for talking more about its reforms than fighting for
them, the Echeverria administration did not go all out to impose its tuition plan.
President Echeverria spoke in less specific terms than candidate Echeverria had,
and his Education minister more often argued for "greater diversification" than
for any concrete program. While the government's advocacy of greater self
financing has been constant, its campaign for tuition has been more sporadic.
But even its cautious forays perhaps have been too ambitious, for they have
galvanized a vigorous, and successful opposition. The Mexican government
thus far has been unable or unwilling to incur the necessary political costs of
policy implementation. 56

Tuition remains taboo in UNAM. It is also taboo in the technical institutes,
but there the government retains much greater control over what it funds; for
example, there are proportionately many more engineers than lawyers. The
recently-opened UAM does exact a tuition of about $400/year (U .S.), as com
pared to $16/year in UNAM. UAM's tuition suggests the government's ability to
implement its desired policies through the creation of new institutions, but also
underscores its inability to impose policies on the far more important National
University.

The government's failure is starker than the tuition issue alone reveals.
Even when measured by the results of its broad self-financing policies-which it
categorically and strongly advocates-the government has failed dismally. Un
der Diaz Ordaz, higher education came to absorb a slightly greater share of the
government's total educational expenditures, despite the terrible repression sur
rounding the 1968 Massacre at Tlatelolco. Under Echeverria, this share rose
still more, as table 1 shows. 57

Since table 1 depicts the nationwide failure of the government's program,
more specifically focused data are needed to depict the government's failure

TAB L E 1 Higher Education's Share of the Federal Education Budget

President Diaz Ordaz

President Echeverria

Year Percenta e

1965 15.6
1966 15.2
1967 15.8
1968 16.5
1969 14.4
1970 16.4
1971 16.9
]972 ]8.1
"1973 19.7
1974 23.1
1975 21.4

Source: Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, Cuenta P~iblica, 1965-1975.
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with UNAM. Table 2 shows that UNAM's shares of the federal and federal
education budgets have grozoll substantially. Even its share of the higher educa
tion budget has remained surprisingly steady, given the advent of many new
institutions. The decline under Echeverria was mostly a corrective to the un
usually high percentage reached under Diaz Ordaz (although it is likely to
continue falling as the state universities expand). In other words, against its
wishes, the federal government has increased its subsidies to UNAM not only in
absolute terms but relative to other expenditures except those for other public
universities-which, except for UAM, also escape the self-financing policy.

TABLE 2 Perce,ntage of Federal Funds to UNAM

Lopez Mateos Diaz Ordaz Eclu?'uerria
1959 1964 1965 1970 1971 1975

Federal Budget .7 .S) .7 1.1 '1.3 1.4
Education 6.7 7.0 6.6 7.7 8.1 8.7
Higher Education * 42.3 42.0 46.8 48.2 41.3

Source: Secretaria de Hacienda y Credito Publico, Cuen fa Publica, 1959-1975.

*Higher education computed differently before 1962

There has, in fact, been a sure, almost steady increase in the percentage of
UNAM's government-derived income over the last three decades! And it grew
substantially (90.8 percent to s)4.7 percent) during Echeverria's tenure (1971-76).
Figure 1 represents the trend of the last three administrations. One hears a good
deal about efforts in a few states, but only the University of Aguascalientes has
managed to draw a major share of its income from nongovernment sources;
between 19S5) and 1s)75, nongovernment contributions to state university in
come dipped from only 10 percent to 9 percent. 58 Only in the private universities
is there substantial tuition. 59

Why the absence of university self-financing if the government wants it?
Detailed analysis is not necessary; all supporters of tuition arrive at the same
fundamental conclusion: "The University is a powder flask; there would be a
revolution." An ex-rector of a state university predicted a potential reaction "ten
times stronger" than that elicited by Echeverria's controversial housing law
(1976); the Ministry's subsecretary for Planning may have believed that greater
financial priority should be redistributed to grade-school education, "but then
we'd have to give more to the army also."60

If purely economic criteria might suggest greater possibilities to impose
tuition on students at UNAM than on their peers at the poorer provincial uni
versities, political criteria suggest a different logic. In some small universities,
where the issue has not become salient, rectors may offer no opinion; UNAM's
rector must oppose tuition. 61 His students would not permit otherwise: their
numbers, physical concentration, political consciousness, and relative affluence
make them a potent force to be reckoned with by University administration and
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Source: Asociaci6n Nacional de Universidades e Institutos de la Educaci6n Superior.
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government alike. Their major weapon is the ability to create social disorder. In
ILJ48 their successful protests against a bid for a 1Jzininzal tuition raise toppled the
rector and established a precedent: notwithstanding inflation, annual tuition
has increased only $2 (U. S.) in the ensuing three decades. In the University of
Nuevo Le{)n, Mexico's third biggest and second richest public university, the
lLJ68 "Plan Elizondo" for students to pay a greater share of their educational
costs led to tumultuous protests that vanquished the plan.

Could the government ultimately impose its will? Almost definitely-if it
were willing to pay the price. But the ultimate authority test is a rigid one by
which to gauge who actually controls. As long as the University can inflict
unacceptable damage and the government accepts policy defeat as the lesser of
two evils, then considerable autonomy may result. Such is the case for tuition
just as it is for admissions and career choices, as well as short courses, depart
mentalization, syphoning off preparatory education from UNAM control, or a
host of other issues on which the University "wins" and the government "loses."

If students are the major opposition group to self-financing, they enjoy
overwhelming support throughout UNAM-and in the powerful middle sectors
generally. The vast majority of UNAM's professors, including many of the na
tion's most prestigious intellectuals, join in believing that free higher education
is intimately tied to "democratization." As Rodolfo Stavenhagen laments, many
falsely believe that "free education is the Revolution-what their grandfathers
fought for."62 And, free higher education is an established privilege for the
middle sectors. The university community itself decides who finances its institu
tion: the government.

IMPLICATIONS

The central research concern here has been to investigate who controls UNAM.
The conclusion is clear, if qualified: UNAM is relatively autonomous from gov
ernment control. This assessment rests on analysis of the most sensitive areas of
UNAM's rule, with reference to generally greater government power over such
areas in other nations. While the evidence on control over student admissions
and who pays is more clear-cut, even rector selection emerges as a substantially
autonomous process. Although the Mexican government clearly possesses ulti
mate coercive power, as Tlatelolco bears timeless witness, it also pays a great
price for its use; while it clearly sets certain boundaries to autonomy, these
boundaries are much less restrictive than in most major Latin American nations.
That the government does not set far narrower limits to UNAM's autonomy
suggests a reconciliation model of government-UNAM relations within which
the government places higher priority on social tranquility and political support
than on control, at least given the potential costs of control to its own legitimacy
and to powerful sectors with which the government itself ultimately is integrated.

Undoubtedly, some subtle control exerted through personal ties, informal
pressures, or indirect threats has escaped our analysis. It could be argued that
the Mexican government inevitably finds a way to get its way. But, in fact, it has
not been getting its way with UNAM on many vital issues. Rectors have often
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acted as anything but government subordinates. More clearly, the government
is dissatisfied with UNAM's performance and yet UNAM itself continues to
determine policies such as admissions, manpower, and tuition. Many other
public universities in Latin America have lost considerable control in these areas.
Nor can UNAM's self-rule in such areas be dismissed as mere campus sanctuary
status, since its policies have manifest political and economic impacts beyond
the campus. Besides, other Latin American authoritarian regimes do not grant
the same degree of sanctuary status.

The government can and does bypass UNAM by creating other institu
tions (such as the UAM) over which it generally exercises greater control. 63 But
most governments that confront considerable university autonomy have done
likewise. Governments in England, Venezuela, and Mexico need new institu
tions largely because they cannot adequately control their autonomous universi
ties. Further, our data show that UNAM has maintained its relative position
within the educational sector. Insofar as the government controls other institu
tions of higher education, as it does those in the technical sector, it is significant
that it does not so control by far the biggest and most important institution.
Generally, the government interferes in UNAM only with trepidation and re
straint.

Apart from its central findings on state-university relations, this study
also raises more complex and disturbing questions about recent literature on
Mexican authoritarianism. The best and the brightest of the literature could not
prepare us for the substantial autonomy of an institution so vital to the shape of
national development. Why? At least two major possibilities present themselves.
Probably each has some validity; obviously, partisans of the authoritarian thesis
would emphasize the first.

1. The politics of higher education are atypical. Unquestionably, higher edu
cation is "atypical" in the sense that it is a policy field that is less likely than
many others to be controlled by a given regime. As Garcia Cantu observes for
Mexico: "It can be said that the Mexican government ... has formulas or modes
to deal with the problems of the peasants, workers, military ... [and]
clergy ... but that it has not known how to deal with the University."64
One problem with the atypicality explanation, however, is that it is less valid
cross-nationally today than it was in the recent past. The torch of autonomy,
ignited at Cordoba, might have been a guiding light in the Latin American
university's path for half a century. No longer. If there is a most apparent
exception to pervasive government control in authoritarian Latin America it
probably is the Church.

Moving from cross-national observations concerning higher education to
cross-policy observations within Mexico, a second problem arises: higher educa
tion may not be so distinct from other policy areas involving Mexico's middle
and elite sectors. While recent works have established patterns of authoritarian
government control in such fields as labor, agriculture, and electoral politics,
there is nonetheless evidence of considerable commercial, banking, and indus
trial power independent of the government. 65 Thus, no single policy field can be
taken as "typical" of Mexican politics. There are many reasons why the govern-
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ment might allow more latitude to the relatively affluent, educated sectors repre
sented in the University than to less privileged sectors. If regime control over
mass sectors sustains the authoritarian over the democratic model, the compara
tive autonomy of more elitist sectors may sustain neither model, an especially
important point for those scholars who believe that elites generally make policy.
In sum, the authoritarian label may be more appropriately applied to certain
policy areas than to the Mexican political system overall. An accumulation of
evidence of this kind on the autonomy of relatively privileged sectors could lead
to reassessments of the nature of Mexican authoritarianism.

2. Mexican autlzoritarial1isnr differs fron1 zohat recent literature proclainrs. One
of the strengths of recent works on Mexican authoritarianism has been to blast
away lingering misconceptions about democratic evolution. But in its zeal, per
haps spurred by the harsh policies of Diaz Ordaz and then by a scholarly urge to
contribute to broader theoretical frameworks on Latin American authoritarianism
and corporatism, it went too far. Simultaneously, these theoretical frameworks
have embraced the Mexican case far too readily. Clearly, Mexico is "authori
tarian," but excessive application of this catch-all label may by now mislead as
much as illuminate.

Indeed, finding that government-UNAM relations approximate a recon
ciliation model of regime accommodation, this article provides evidence against
the central notion of an authoritative regime role in policymaking. In this regard,
it may offer further evidence for the usefulness of subtypes such as inclusive
authoritarianism, but it may also suggest that these subtypes would have to de
part significantly from the traditional definitional emphasis on regime strength.
Alternatively, if the reconciliation model generally suits Mexican policymaking
involving privileged sectors, while the authoritarian model suits those involving
mass sectors, then the Mexican regime may possibly be better characterized as a
hybrid between authoritarian and reconciliation models than as a very diluted
subtype of the authoritarian model. Of course, any such substantial conceptual
revisions presuppose our belief that the regime's role in policymaking is in fact
significantly less authoritative than we have thought. This is not to question that
the Mexican regime does indeed initiate, shape, and implement policy much
more authoritatively than the literature of the early sixties imagined-but it
probably does this far less than contemporary literature proclaims and far less
than do other major Latin American nations. 66

As a final note, these reflections on Mexico may permit some tentative
speculations on the concept of authoritarianism itself. First, the concept may be
so broad that it blurs fundamental regime differences by defining their similari
ties at levels too general to have sufficient analytical power. A number of schol
ars, including Linz, have explicitly or implicitly recognized this problem and
begun to establish subtypes based on such factors as genesis or composition of
the regime, social bases of su pport, repressiveness, and ideology. Additionally,
our findings indicate that, within the broad authoritarian category, the degree of
control can vary significantly across regimes and across policy areas. This poses
a central question of whether control over policy areas can provide another basis
for useful subtypes of regime authoritarianism. 67 This question, in turn, reminds
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us that the concept of authoritarianism should be used not just as a proximate
description of a wide variety of political systems, but as a heuristic tool for
probing the essential features of particular regimes.

Case studies alone cannot, of course, provide definitive assessments of
such general issues as the nature of Mexican authoritarianism or the appropriate
uses of the authoritarian ideal type. Instead, they should raise interesting ques
tions, perhaps shaking a skeptical stick at conventinal wisdom or overzealous
generalization. The National University of Mexico provides an important ex
ample of substantial institutional autonomy from the government. Whether
general theoretical statements should be altered, or else simply made to recog
nize a very important qualification, remains more open to scholarly judgment.
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